UWA Press, together with the ARC Network for Early European Research (NEER), announces a new series: *Long Histories*.

*Long Histories* will be a new and significant site of intellectual exchange amongst the various fields of Australian studies, medieval and early modern European studies, and the history of cultural translation and transmission. Books in the series will be based on scholarly research but made accessible and attractive to a wide audience of non-specialist readers.

We are seeking lively illustrated studies of the long European influence in Australia and its transformations, within designated areas relevant to NEER's broad interests. These areas may be thematic, eg, Law; Sport; Architecture; or national, eg, Italian culture and early Australia; or more varied, eg, early Australian travellers in Europe. For NEER's purposes the ‘early modern’ period is taken to cover Australia until 1850, and its research interests cover later Australian cultural appropriations of early Europe up to the present day. Monographs or multi-authored collections are acceptable.

The *Long Histories* editorial board is

- Alan Atkinson (University of New England)
- Patricia Crawford (University of Western Australia)
- Robert Dixon (University of Sydney)
- Andrew Lynch (University of Western Australia)
- Pamela Sharpe (University of Tasmania)
- Stephanie Trigg (University of Melbourne)
- Richard Yeo (Griffith University)
- Margaret Harris (University of Sydney)
- Terri-ann White (UWA Press)

Please send enquiries and preliminary proposals for discussion to

Terri-ann White,
Director, UWA Press,
University of Western Australia
35 Stirling Highway
Crawley WA 6009
Telephone 08 6488 3670
Fax 08 6488 1027
Email admin@uwapress.uwa.edu.au